Why Use Karbon Shine Ceramic Coat?

• Makes wheels easy to clean
• Keeps Chrome/Polished wheels shiny and gives Black/Painted wheels depth and gloss.
• Up to 3 years of protection
• Hardest Ceramic formula available - 9H
• Extreme Hydrophobic Effect
• Weather/UV Resistance
• Corrosion/Oxidation resistance
• Thermal Resistance (1100 degrees F)
• Superior Chemical Resistance
• Professionally applied prior to shipping.

Ceramic Coating is Professionally Applied In House on your new wheels by our technicians.

Karbon Shine wheel ceramic offers the best protection for wheels, repelling brake dust and contaminants and making them easier to maintain.

Because of Karbon Shine wheel ceramic’s unique, exceptionally fine surface rheology and chemical bonding mechanism, its performance is outstanding. The former property gives the coating its excellent stain and contaminant resistance, and the chemical bond formed between the wheel surface and Karbon Shine ceramic makes the coating durable.